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Abstract

Undulatory swimming is employed by many fish for routine swimming and extended

sprints. In this biomechanical review, we address two questions: (i) how the fish’s

axial muscles power swimming; and (ii) how the fish’s body and fins generate thrust.

Fish have adapted the morphology of their axial musculature for high power output

and efficiency. All but the superficial muscle fibres are arranged along curved

trajectories, and the myomeres form nested cones. Two conflicting performance goals

shape the fibre trajectories of the axial muscles. Maximum power output requires that

all fibres contract uniformly. In a bending fish, uniform contraction in a single

myomere can be ensured by curved fibre trajectories. However, uniform strain is only

desirable if all muscle fibres have the same contractile properties. The fish needs

several muscle-fibre types that generate maximum power at different contraction

speeds to ensure effective muscle power generation across a range of swimming

speeds. Consequently, these different muscle-fibre types are better served by non-

uniform contractions. High power output at a range of swimming speeds requires

that muscle fibres with the same contractile properties contract uniformly. The

ensuing helical fibre trajectories require cone-shaped myomeres to reduce wasteful

internal deformation of the entire muscle when it contracts. It can be shown that the

cone-shaped myomeres of fish can be explained by two design criteria: uniform

contraction (uniform strain hypothesis) and minimal internal deformation (mechan-

ical stability hypothesis). So far, only the latter hypothesis has found strong support.

The contracting muscle causes the fish body to undulate. These body undulations

interact with the surrounding water to generate thrust. The resulting flow behind the

swimming fish forms vortex rings, whose arrangement reflects the fish’s swimming

performance. Anguilliform swimmers shed individual vortex rings during steady

swimming. Carangiform swimmers shed a connected chain of vortex rings. The

currently available sections through the total flow fields are often not an honest

representation of the total momentum in the water – the wake of carangiform

swimmers shows a net backward momentum without the fish accelerating –

suggesting that our current picture of the generated flow is incomplete. To accelerate,

undulatory swimmers decrease the angle of the vortex rings with the mean path of

motion, which is consistent with an increased rate of backward momentum transfer.

Carangiform swimmers also enlarge their vortex rings to accelerate and to swim at a

higher speed, while eel, which are anguilliform swimmers, shed stronger vortex rings.
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Introduction

What is undulatory swimming? A biomechanical

review

Many organisms swim by running lateral waves of

undulation down their body, making it the most

common swimming style amongst fishes. Fish

generate a range of body waves to suit their body

shape, locomotory requirements and propulsion

mechanisms (Fig. 1; for a review see Wardle et al.

1995). Undulatory swimming is commonly used for

(fast) routine swimming and extended sprints (for a

review see Lindsey 1978; Videler 1993). At low

swimming speeds, fish augment with or switch to

finned propulsion, either oscillating or undulating

their fins (e.g. Drucker and Jensen 1996; Thorson

et al. 2004).

An important goal of biomechanical research into

undulatory swimming is to understand how muscle

contractions lead to a body wave and how the body

wave interacts with the water to generate propul-

sive forces. This process of transforming muscle

forces into propulsive forces consists of three steps:

(i) the muscles generate forces; (ii) muscle forces are

transmitted to the propulsive structures, such as the

tail; and (iii) propulsive structures push against the

water, transforming motor forces into propulsive

forces or thrust. These three steps correspond to the

three main components of any propulsion system:

motor, transmission and propeller (Wainwright

1983). Each function comes with its own set of

design and performance requirements, which can

be mutually exclusive. To understand the functional

morphology of the fish’s swimming apparatus, the

biomechanist must disentangle which structures
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and processes fulfil which of the three propulsive

functions.

Identifying individual propulsive functions is

complicated by the highly integrated propulsion

systems of most undulatory swimmers (Jordan

1996; Schultz and Webb 2002). In a highly

integrated propulsion system, there is a complex

spatial and temporal overlap of the main propulsive

functions. Several propulsive functions might be

fulfilled by the same structure. For example, the

axial muscles generate forces (motor function) and

then transmit these forces along the myotome

(transmission function) to the skin and tail. But

the same propulsive function might also be distri-

buted over many structures: force transmission

from the motor to the propeller takes place via the

myomeres and myosepta, the horizontal septum and

other septa, the axial skeleton and the skin (Long

1995; Long et al. 1996, 2002a).

The degree of functional integration is related to

how localized or distributed the propeller is along

the fish’s body. Most of the body contributes to

generating thrust in undulatory swimmers that use

a wide amplitude envelope (e.g. Lighthill 1960).

Consequently, there is considerable spatial overlap

and integration of the motor, transmission and

propeller functions. Conversely, fish with a narrow

amplitude envelope are supposed to generate thrust

mainly with their posterior body; in the most

extreme case, only the tail acts as the propeller

50 mm

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 Swimming kinematics for a complete tail beat of three undulatory swimmers. Elongate, slender swimmers

generate a short body wave with a wide amplitude envelope along most of the body, e.g. eels and fish larvae (Gray 1933;

Müller and van Leeuwen 2004). At the other extreme, fish with high bodies and lunate tails generate a relatively long body

wave with a more narrow amplitude envelope (e.g. Dewar and Graham 1994; Donley and Dickson 2000). Left column:

yellowfin tuna Thunnus albacares (after Dewar and Graham 1994). Body length L ¼ 0.44 m; swimming speed U ¼
0.46 m s)1; time interval Dt ¼ 0.07 s; body wavelength k ¼ 1.24 L; tailbeat amplitude A ¼ 0.18 L; stride length S ¼
0.4 L. Middle column: saithe Pollachius virens (after Videler and Hess 1984). L ¼ 0.35 m; U ¼ 0.63 m s)1; Dt ¼ 0.02 s;

k ¼ 1.02 L; A ¼ 0.09 L; S ¼ 0.8 L. Right column: butterfish Pholis gunnelus (after Gray 1933). L ¼ 0.13 m; U ¼
0.10 m s)1; Dt ¼ 0.05 s; k ¼ 0.85 L; A ¼ 0.12 L; S ¼ 0.4 L. (a) Outlines of dorsal views in an earth-bound frame of

reference. The scale bar indicates 50 mm. (b) As in (a), with a vertical shift to show individual outlines. (c) Midlines of the

fish outline in an earth-bound frame of reference. (d) Midlines of the fish outline in a fish-bound frame of reference,

indicating the amplitude envelope of the body wave.
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(e.g. Yates 1983). Tunas most closely approximate

such a spatial separation between motor and

propeller: the tail acts as the main propeller,

transforming the power generated by the axial

muscles into propulsive power. Hence, muscle

power, generated by the anterior bulk of muscles,

must be transmitted posteriorly to the tail before it

can be converted into propulsive power. To this end,

the tuna red muscle fibres attach via anterior and

posterior oblique tendons to the vertebral column,

and the most posterior muscles in tunas coalesce to

form the great lateral tendons (Fierstine and Walt-

ers 1968; Westneat et al. 1993).

How to study the mechanics of undulatory

swimming?

All propulsive components – the structures that

fulfil the functions of motor, transmission and

propeller – contribute to the overall swimming

performance. Swimming performance is an emer-

gent property of, amongst others, the physical and

physiological characteristics of the swimming mus-

cle, soft tissue and skeletal elements and the fluid–

body interaction (Jordan 1996). To tease apart how

the various components and their interactions

determine performance, it is useful to combine

experimental techniques with mechanical and

mathematical models of undulatory swimmers. This

integrated approach allows scientists to manipulate

directly and often independently the various factors

that contribute to overall swimming performance to

study their effect.

In the last two decades, several new techniques

have been used to understand how axial muscles

power swimming and how this power is transmit-

ted. Electromyographic (EMG) studies have been

combined with sonomicrometry (Coughlin et al.

1996) and the workloop technique (Josephson

1985) to measure how the function of axial muscles

depends on their position in the body (for a review

see Altringham and Ellerby 1999; Coughlin 2002).

Detailed anatomical studies (e.g. Westneat et al.

1993; Shadwick et al. 2002; Gemballa and Röder

2004) and mathematical modelling (inverse dy-

namic models predict forces from movements: Hess

and Videler 1984; Cheng et al. 1998; Pedley and

Hill 1999; forward dynamic models predict move-

ments from forces: Bowtell and Williams 1991;

Jordan 1992, 1996; Long et al. 2002a) have shed

further light on force generation and transmission.

Kinematic studies have been combined with experi-

mental and computational flow analysis to estimate

the forces exerted by the body on the water (e.g. Liu

et al. 1996, 1997 for tadpoles; Carling et al. 1998

for eel).

This biomechanical review summarizes the cur-

rent state of the biomechanics of undulatory swim-

ming. It shows in how far we understand the

swimming design of fish, and it points out unan-

swered questions.

The mechanics of swimming: thrust, drag and

hydrodynamic efficiency

Before one can attempt to build a mechanistic model

of undulatory swimming, it is useful to define the

basic mechanical concepts of swimming. Any

swimming organism has to deal with the water’s

viscosity and density. Water is about 800 times

denser than air and 20 times less viscous at 20�.
The relative importance of inertial vs. viscous forces

is expressed by the Reynolds number, which is

defined as:

Re ¼ qUL=l;

where q is the density of the water, U the swimming

speed, L the body length of the undulatory swimmer

and l the (dynamic) viscosity of water. We will

focus here on adult fish, which are large and fast

enough to swim at Re above 1000 in the so-called

inertial flow regime, in which viscous forces are

negligible (Fuiman and Batty 1997; McHenry and

Lauder 2005). To simplify the physics, we will focus

on swimming in a straight line.

When a fish undulates its body, these undulations

generate hydrodynamic forces that act on the body.

These forces can be decomposed into two compo-

nents, one along and one perpendicular to the mean

path of motion. The component along the path of

motion is the sum of thrust and drag, the perpen-

dicular component is the sum of the sideways forces.

The fish can control howmuch thrust is generated

by adjusting the speed with which the body wave

travels down the body (Lighthill 1969; Müller et al.

2002). If the wave speed is lower than the swimming

speed, the fish generates not thrust but drag and

decelerates (Lighthill 1969). If the wave speed

exceeds the swimming speed, the fish generates

thrust. If total thrust and drag along the body balance

each other over the duration of one complete tail beat,

then the fish swims steadily: it maintains a constant

mean speed over successive tail beat cycles. If the

generated thrust exceeds drag, the fish accelerates.
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Due to the cyclic nature of the body undulations,

hydrodynamic forces oscillate over a complete tail

beat cycle (Lighthill 1960; Videler and Hess 1984).

In other words, during steady swimming, instanta-

neous thrust and drag and their distribution along

the body are not constant. The oscillation of

instantaneous thrust and drag in time and space

implies that the role of a given body segment might

change during the tail beat cycle from ‘propeller’

that generates thrust to ‘brake’ that generates drag’

and vice versa. Consequently, in all undulatory

swimmers, except the extreme cases such as thun-

niform swimmers, it makes little sense trying to

distinguish between propeller, which generates

thrust, and fuselage, which generates drag (Schultz

and Webb 2002).

Not only thrust and drag, but also instantaneous

sideway forces vary in time and along the body.

These oscillating sideway forces can result in an

instantaneous net torque and net force on the body

that cause the fish to yaw and heave (Fig. 1). If the

sideway forces to the left and right cancel out over

the duration of one tail beat cycle, the fish swims on

a straight mean path of motion.

When a fish starts to swim, it needs to accelerate

its mass until the fish reaches the desired steady

swimming velocity. Thus, the fish is gaining for-

ward momentum equivalent to its mass times its

forward velocity. The momentum balance requires

that there is an equal and opposite momentum shed

in the water. Once the fish swims steadily at a

constant mean velocity over the swimming cycle,

the fish would move forward indefinitely due to

forward momentum it gained during the acceler-

ation phase if it were not for the drag forces exerted

by the water. To compensate for the momentum

loss due to drag in order to maintain a constant

velocity, the fish must continue to generate forward

momentum. The rate at which the fish generates

forward momentum is equivalent to the generated

thrust (force ¼ rate of momentum). If the fish’s

thrust compensates exactly for the drag acting on its

body, then there is no net change in the fish’s

momentum and therefore, the water behind a fish

swimming at a constant velocity should contain no

net forward or back momentum.

An imbalance between thrust and drag forces

causes the fish to change velocity. In other words, if

a net force, e.g. drag, is exerted on the fish, then the

fish does not generate forward momentum at a high

enough rate to compensate for the drag forces

acting on its body. The fish decelerates, and this loss

of forward momentum will manifest itself in the

water behind the decelerating fish as a net flow in

the direction of motion of the fish. These consider-

ations on how changes in the fish’s momentum

translate into changes in the water’s momentum

will become important again later in this review on

how to interpret cross-sections through the flow

visualized around swimming fish.

The power generated by the fish to swim is the

product of the thrust force and the forward velocity

of the fish (power ¼ force times velocity). This

power is lower than total hydrodynamic power

because the fish generates also backward and

sideway momentum in the water, which contri-

butes to the total power transferred by the fish to the

water. The ratio of this propulsive power to the sum

of all hydrodynamic power can be defined as

hydrodynamic (or Froude) efficiency (Lighthill

1969). Hydrodynamic efficiency is also affected by

the force component perpendicular to the mean

path of motion. This sideways component induces

yaw and heave, which can lead to weak thrust

forces acting on the snout (Long et al. 2002b).

However, large sideway forces lower rather than

increase hydrodynamic efficiency.

Thus, the muscle must deliver more power than

the propulsive power that is ultimately generated by

the propeller. The difference between muscle and

propulsive power is increased further by losses that

occur in the force-transmitting structures because

the deformations that accompany force transmis-

sion are not perfectly elastic and therefore not

entirely loss-free. Further losses are incurred be-

cause the muscles convert the energy of ATP

hydrolysis not only into mechanical work but also

into heat. All these losses need be taken into

account to determine the total swimming efficiency.

Low costs of transport can be achieved by

streamlining the body and by swimming move-

ments that minimize drag. To further reduce costs of

transport, the rate of energy spent on generating

thrust can be reduced by increasing the mass of

water that is accelerated backward.

How does undulatory swimming work: the

main questions

In order to swim, fish need a motor – the axial

muscles – that generate forces to power the propel-

ler – the body and tail fin. Most fish possess a

narrow strip of red muscle fibres (aerobic, slow

twitch) that power continuous swimming; the bulk
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of the axial musculature is made up of white muscle

fibres (anaerobic, fast twitch) that power fast starts

and sprints. For a review on the contractile prop-

erties of these two muscle-fibre types and on how

their contractile behaviour matches the functional

requirements of undulating a fish body, the reader is

referred to a review by Coughlin (2002). This

review will focus instead on muscle architecture:

how should the fish arrange its muscle fibres to

build an efficient motor that undulates its body.

Fish need a motor not only with enough power,

but also with the correct gearing to transmit power

to their propeller. Gearing codetermines the load

experienced by the activated muscle fibres and

hence their contraction speed and power. Muscle

fibres generate maximum power within a fibre-

specific range of contraction speeds. This contrac-

tion speed codetermines the frequency of the body

wave and therefore the swimming speed. Wakeling

and Johnston (1999) provide an overview of

gearing in fish swimming. Brainerd and Azizi

(2005) provide an accessible introduction into

how fibre architecture affects gearing in their study

on a non-teleost undulatory swimmer, the aquatic

salamander Siren lacertian.

Fish need to transmit muscle forces to the

propeller. If propeller and motor are spatially

separated, force transmission pathways are more

readily identifiable because fewer propulsive func-

tions are integrated in one structure. Tuna and

lamnid sharks lend themselves for morphological

studies to identify which structures transmit

muscle forces (Westneat et al. 1993; Shadwick

et al. 2002; Donley et al. 2004). Detailed anatom-

ical studies also exist for other fish species,

providing the structural basis for the possible

pathways of force transmission (e.g. Gemballa and

Röder 2004). Further indications about the dis-

tribution of muscle forces and power have come

from the combination of EMG measurements with

kinematic and sonomicrometry studies (Ellerby

and Altringham 2001, for a review see Altring-

ham and Ellerby 1999) and inverse dynamic

models of fish swimming (Hess and Videler 1984;

Cheng et al. 1998; for a review see Pedley and

Hill 1999). However, there is still much debate

around those non-thunniform swimmers with

considerable spatial overlap between propeller

and motor. The debate centres around whether

or not the posterior axial muscles act as motor or

as force transmitter (Rome et al. 1993 vs. van

Leeuwen et al. 1990). This controversy has been

covered in reviews by van Leeuwen (1995),

Altringham and Ellerby (1999) and Coughlin

(2002).

After being transmitted to the propeller, the

muscle forces need to be converted into thrust by

the propulsive structures of the fish, which in

undulatory swimmers are the body and the un-

paired fins. This review will present the current

knowledge of how fish generate flow patterns and

how these flow patterns relate to swimming

performance.

How to power swimming: which muscle

architecture best suits the task of bending the

body?

Conceptual background

A long-standing problem in fish swimming has been

how to explain the unique morphology of the fish’s

axial musculature in terms of its function during

undulatory swimming. We will focus on two archi-

tectural features: the unique shape of teleost myom-

eres and the curved trajectories of the muscle fibres

within the myotome. Concerning the fibre trajector-

ies, there are two conflicting design demands: excel-

lent acceleration performance or good swimming

performance across a range of speeds. On one hand,

fish might benefit from good acceleration perform-

ance to power escape responses or feeding strikes.

High acceleration requires high muscle power. For

maximummuscle power, the fish should recruit all its

unilateral muscle fibres equally. Equal recruitment

implies uniform strain along the muscle-fibre traject-

ories. Muscle fibres should not do work by forcefully

stretching other muscle fibres. Such internal defor-

mations of the myomeres waste muscle energy that

otherwise would be available to power swimming.

On the other hand, fish need to be able to swim

effectively at a range of speeds. Swimming speed

scales with tail beat frequency and tail beat ampli-

tude: an undulatory swimmer achieves higher

speeds by mainly increasing its tail beat frequency,

and to a lesser extent its tail beat amplitude [eel

(Anguilla rostrata, Anguillidae): Tytell 2004a; tuna

(Euthynnus affinis, Thunnidae): Donley and Dickson

2000]. To achieve a higher tail beat frequency, the

muscle needs to contract faster to contract by the

same length. To achieve a higher tail beat ampli-

tude, the muscle needs to contract over a larger

length in the same time. Either way, higher swim-

ming speeds lead to higher strain rates in the muscle
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fibres. Strain rates at the maximum swimming

velocity should match the contraction speeds for

maximum power output of the muscles fibres. In

order to operate their swimming muscles near their

optimum contraction speed for high power output,

fish need to distribute the orientation and contract-

ile properties of their muscle fibres so that there is

always a certain proportion of fibres that operates

optimally (with respect to efficiency or power

output) at the contraction rate required to maintain

a given swimming speed. Hence, high swimming

proficiency over a range of swimming speeds

requires a range of muscle-fibre types and fibre

orientations, as well as non-uniform strain distri-

butions within the myotome.

Observation

In most teleosts, the myomeres are folded in the

form of nested triple cones. A triple cone consists of

one anterior cone, flanked on the top and bottom by

two posterior cones (Fig. 2). The cones become

progressively more pointed towards the tail. Myom-

eres closer to the tail have deeper posterior cones,

and the anterior cone often changes from having a

single apex, which touches the vertebral column, to

becoming bifid, with both apices lying free in the

musculature (van Leeuwen 1999). In many fish,

the red muscle forms a superficial narrow strip, and

only white muscle fibres are generally present near

the apices of the cones, with a few notable excep-

tions such as tunas (Graham et al. 1983).

Fish possess at least two muscle-fibre types – red

and white, and generally, several intermediate types

(e.g. Johnston et al. 1977; Akster 1985). While

superficial muscle fibres run roughly parallel with

the body axis, the bulk of the muscle fibres, and

especially the fibres in the deeper portions of the

myomere make variables angles up to a maximum

of 40� (van der Stelt 1968; Alexander 1969). This

fibre angle depends on the position of the muscle

fibre in the body, and Alexander (1969) described

the fibres of successive myomeres as forming curved

trajectories that run through the body of teleost fish

and sharks.

Hypothesis

Alexander (1969) and van der Stelt (1968) formu-

lated the uniform strain hypothesis to explain this

complex fibre arrangement: uniform strain enables

all fibres of the same type to contribute equally to

generating power and ensures that the fibres do not

work against each other. If the fish bent like a

Figure 2 (a) White myomeres of king salmon, adapted from Greene and Greene (1913). (b) Simulated shape of a

mechanically stable anterior myoseptum. (c) Simulated shape of a mechanically stable posterior myoseptum. (Figure

adapted from van Leeuwen 1999.)
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homogenous beam, then the beam would be com-

pressed on the concave inside of the bent and

stretched on the convex outside of the bent, while

the neutral axis in the middle of the beam maintains

its original length (see Alexander 1969 for a more

detailed explanation of beam theory). In a bending

fish, if the white muscle fibres were arranged

parallel to the body axis, fibres close to the axis

would experience lower strains than the more

superficial fibres, with the fibres adjacent to the

body axis unable to contribute useful work because

they experience essentially no strain. To contribute

equally, deeper muscle fibres must have different

orientations from more superficial fibres. Hence, the

requirement of uniform strain leads to curved

muscle-fibre trajectories.

These curved fibre trajectories affect the shape of

the myomeres. If the myomeres were arranged

simply in stacks of flat slabs, then the differences in

muscle-fibre direction, activation and cross-sec-

tional area would lead to different forces exerted

by the muscle fibres on either side of the myoseptum

(van Leeuwen 1999). This difference in forces

would then lead to considerable deformations of

the myoseptum when the muscle fibres contract.

The exact internal deformation of myosepta in a

swimming fish depends also on the complex loading

by external and internal forces and the mechanical

properties of the various tissues, which are in part

controlled by the nervous system. To avoid wasteful

internal deformation and thereby to increase the

muscle power available for useful propulsive work,

myoseptum shape and therefore myomere shape

and stiffness need to be adjusted to suit the

aforementioned force differences across the myosep-

tum. Each myomere needs to assume a resting

shape that minimizes internal deformation when

the muscle fibres contract. This demand is sum-

marized in the mechanical stability hypothesis (van

Leeuwen and Spoor 1992, 1993; van Leeuwen

1999): myomere contraction should affect overall

myomere shape as little as possible, i.e. shape must

be mechanically stable. The mechanical stability

hypothesis predicts that the nested triple-cone shape

of the fish’s myomeres is a result of the distribution

of muscle-fibre orientations and differences in the

force production across the myoseptum.

Experiments and models

The uniform strain hypothesis can in principle be

tested by measuring longitudinal strain in the

muscle fibres of the fish (for a review see Coughlin

2002). However, these experiments are so far

inconclusive. While one study confirmed uniform

strains in carp (Cyprinus carpio, Cyprinidae) (Rome

and Sosnicki 1991), another study concluded that

carp white muscles behaved like a bending beam –

strain was not constant but proportional to the

distance from the median plane (Wakeling and

Johnston 1999). Rome and Sosnicki (1991) bent

freshly killed fish into postures assumed during

undulatory swimming and quantified muscle

strains microscopically once rigor mortis had set

in. This approach assumes that in rigour muscle

strains due to body curvature honestly represent in

vivo strains in an active muscle during swimming.

Wakeling and Johnston (1999) used sonomicrom-

etry to quantify strain, a method that provides spot

checks, usually at two to four locations in the

more superficial white muscle. Other sonomicrom-

etry studies also concluded that fish bent like a

beam with uniform material properties (for a

review see Goldbogen et al. 2005). However, such

a beam-like bending behaviour during high-power

manoeuvres would lead to minute strains in fast

muscle fibres near the medial plane, severely

limiting these fibres’ capacity to power undulatory

swimming.

The accuracy of sonomicrometry measurements

depends on the exact alignment of the sonomicrom-

etry crystals along the muscle-fibre trajectories and

on exact position of the crystals relative to the

adjacent tissue during the strain cycle. One sono-

micrometry study published so far measured strain

along the actual local muscle-fibre trajectories of

fish, achieving a £10% accurate alignment of the

sonomicrometry crystals with the muscle-fibre

directions (Ellerby and Altringham 2001). This lack

of alignment might partially explain why Wakeling

and Johnston (1999) occasionally found consider-

able deviations between measured strains and the

strain predicted by beam theory for the deeper white

muscle fibres. The most reliable strain records are

available for superficial fibres, which have fibre

trajectories that are less inclined relative to the body

axis than deep fibres. The arrangement of the slow

red muscle fibres parallel to the body axis results in

a strain behaviour very much like a bending beam

(for a review see Coughlin 2002). To date, we still

have no satisfactory measurements of the three-

dimensional strain field in the swimming muscles

that might serve as direct evidence for the uniform

strain hypothesis.
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Indirect qualitative evidence for the uniform

strain hypothesis comes from computations by van

der Stelt (1968). van der Stelt quantitatively

predicted the directions of muscle fibres and myose-

pta assuming that: (i) the all fibres would have the

same longitudinal strain; and (ii) that the myosepta

are inextensible yet pliable. His two-dimensional

computations were limited to very small body

curvatures, yet they show a remarkable similarity

with horizontal sections through the axial muscles

of lamprey and some teleost species. This qualitative

agreement of prediction and actual architecture can

be considered as limited evidence in favour of the

uniform strain hypothesis.

The most-frequently cited paper concerning the

uniform strain hypothesis is Alexander (1969).

Alexander compared the average strains of three

differently shaped muscle-fibre trajectories, compu-

ted for large body curvatures, but for simplified

internal deformations of the body. However, by

calculating average strain along the entire traject-

ory, Alexander allowed local strain to vary along

the trajectory, although he did not determine by

how much strain might vary. This variable strain

along a trajectory means that Alexander’s predic-

tions of similar strains in different trajectories do not

provide strong support for the uniform strain

hypothesis, leaving the similarity between van der

Stelt’s predictions and actual muscle morphology as

the only, although limited, evidence so far in favour

of the uniform strain. Alexander (1969) also calcu-

lated that superficial red muscles experience on

average a four times higher strain than the white

muscles at the same location along the body. This

gearing ratio of 1:4 arises from the combined effect

of fibre orientation and the position of a muscle fibre

relative to the body axis. This value differs from the

measurements of Wakeling and Johnston (1999),

who found a gearing ratio of 1:2 in carp.

The two approaches of van der Stelt (1968) and

Alexander (1969) are fundamentally different. van

der Stelt predicted form from functional require-

ments; predicted morphology was then tested

against observed morphology. Alexander predicted

function from form, in his case a simplified repre-

sentation of the observed muscle architecture.

Alexander’s predicted average strains along the

observed trajectories then needed to be tested

against measured strains.

Van Leeuwen (1999) produced a forward dy-

namic model that predicts the myomere shape from

the mechanical stability hypothesis. This hypothesis

proposes that the nested triple-cone shape of fish

myomeres is, among other factors, a consequence of

the helical fibre arrangement. The muscle-fibre

arrangement is taken as a given input parameter.

Thus, myomere shape is predicted from this fibre

arrangement, rather than predicting fibre trajector-

ies, which would be required to test the uniform

strain hypothesis. The model calculates the loads on

a myoseptum that is situated between two con-

tracting myomeres based on a fair approximation of

the fibre trajectories measured in fish. The model

makes several assumptions about this loading

pattern: (i) the anterior muscle fibres in the region

of the anterior cone exert a slightly higher force on

the myoseptum than their posterior neighbours

because they were activated earlier (based on EMG

observations) and because they have a greater

cross-section; (ii) the more posterior muscle fibres in

the regions of the posterior cones exert higher forces

than their neighbouring anterior fibres (attributed

to a greater pre-stretch effect that enhances force

output with virtually no difference in timing); and

(iii) external forces from the surrounding water are

neglected (but skin stiffness is included). The initial

condition of the model is a block of flat myomeres,

separated by a myoseptum. The model computes the

shape of the myoseptum that is in mechanical

equilibrium with the muscle-fibre loads.

The model of van Leeuwen (1999) reaches good

agreement with the actual shapes of the myomeres

in the salmon and yields qualitatively correct

predictions of the myotome (Fig. 2), providing

support for the mechanical stability hypothesis.

The model predicts the triple-cone shape that is

typical for bony fish, the changes in cone shape

from a prominent anterior cone in myomeres near

the head to more prominent posterior cones in

myomeres closer to the tail, an anterior cone with a

single apex near the head and with two apices in

myomeres nearer the tail (van Leeuwen 1999). The

mechanical stability hypothesis (van Leeuwen and

Spoor 1992, 1993) can explain how curved muscle-

fibre trajectories lead to the observed triple-cone

myomere shape. Teleost fish might possess cone-

shaped myomeres because such a resting shape

minimizes wasteful internal mechanical deforma-

tion during contraction.

Conclusions

The currently available studies are not sufficient to

test the uniform strain hypothesis. To show that the
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helical fibre trajectories in the axial musculature

ensure a fairly uniform strain in muscle-fibre groups

of the same type within each myomere, a quanti-

tative 3-D model is required that calculates local

strains for large deformations and shows the con-

sequences of the curved fibre paths for the work

output and strain variations in the fast muscle mass.

With the exception of tunas and lamnid sharks

(Donley et al. 2004), the prediction of curved fibre

trajectories only applies to white, but not to red

muscle fibres, which run almost parallel to the body

axis. Red muscle fibres are far away from the body

axis and form a thin strip, which results in fairly

uniform strains across the thickness of the red

muscle strip. Hence, red muscle fibres do not need

complex fibre trajectories to keep strain uniform.

The posterior taper of the fish’s body decreases the

distance between red muscle and body axis, which

should lead to lower strain in the posterior red fibres

compared with the more anterior fibres. However,

the effect of the tapering body on local muscle strain

is almost exactly compensated for by the posteriorly

increasing body wave amplitude. The posterior

increase in body wave amplitude raises body cur-

vature, which in turn raises strain (e.g. van

Leeuwen et al. 1990; Katz et al. 1999). This match

between body taper and increased body wave

amplitude ensures fairly uniform strain not only

across, but also along the red muscle strip.

Uniform strain is only desirable if the fish were to

use all muscle fibres under identical contraction

conditions at the same time. However, there is an

alternative design criterion for the muscle architec-

ture, the aforementioned gearing. If strain were

completely uniform across the entire myotome, then

the fish would have only one gear. Alternatively,

fish might arrange a proportion of their muscle

fibres in a manner that creates a range of strains for

a given body curvature. Most teleosts have at least

two muscle-fibre types, each with their own fibre

arrangement, to suit the fish’s range of swimming

speeds and tail beat frequencies (Johnston 1991).

These two fibre types provide carp with a gear ratio

of 1:2 (Wakeling and Johnston 1999). Having a

range of gear ratios for a range of swimming speeds

and having uniform strain to maximize power

output are mutually exclusive designs. Fish prob-

ably choose a middle path, which might explain the

aforementioned discrepancy between uniform strain

hypothesis and observed variation in strain.

Although uniform strain vs. gearing has not yet

been established as the main design principle that

governs muscle-fibre trajectories, we now have a

better understanding of why fish myomeres are

arranged in nested triple cones. The model of van

Leeuwen shows that this design can be explained by

the stability hypothesis – the myomeres adopt a

shape that avoids large internal deformation of the

myomere and that keeps myomere shape stable

during contraction. The model receives additional

credibility because it also predicts several peculiar-

ities of teleosts and sharks that were used neither to

formulate the original mechanical stability hypo-

thesis nor to design the model. A weak skin leads to

concavities in the body when the axial muscles

contract (van Leeuwen 1999). These concavities

are detrimental to the streamlining of the body.

Concavities can be avoided in three ways, a

combination of which can be found in all fishes.

First, the fish can develop bones to stiffen the body

against the compressive load of the muscles. Second,

in the absence of bones, the skin must become extra

stiff. Third, fish with a round body cross-section are

less susceptible to these concave grooves along their

midline than a high and flat fish. Sharks, which

cannot form intermuscular bones, show option two

and three: they have a very stiff skin compared with

most teleosts (Wainwright et al. 1978), and sharks

usually have a round body cross-section. Lamnid

sharks do not adopt the elliptic streamlined body

cross-sections typical for tunas and other high-

performance cruisers (Donley et al. 2004) despite an

otherwise almost perfect convergence between

tunas and lamnid sharks. Many teleosts adopt

option one: they form bones to stiffen those sections

of the myosepta and horizontal septum that are

loaded in compression (van Leeuwen 1999).

In conclusion, we now have strong indications

that the mechanical principle underlying the pecu-

liar myotome architecture of fish is mechanical

stability. This understanding also led to the insight

that myotome shape, the presence of bones inside

the myomeres and the cross-sectional shape of fish

are all related to stabilizing the shape of the

myomeres during contraction.

How to generate thrust: how do water and

undulating body interact to propel the fish

Conceptual background

Flow visualization has become an important tool to

study swimming. However, the interpretation of

wake shape requires some hydrodynamic back-
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ground knowledge. Any object moving through

water will shed a wake. In the most simple case –

the fish coasts without moving its body – the fish’s

boundary layer will slip off at the fish’s trailing edge

and form a wake. A coasting fish experiences drag

forces, which decelerates the fish. The forces exerted

by the coasting fish on the water add forward

momentum to the water, and behind the fish forms

a drag wake. If the fish undulates its body, then this

motion will cause additional water movements,

which will alter the amount of momentum trans-

ferred to the water and which will thereby affect the

wake.

The wake indicates swimming performance.

Wake structure depends on the net momentum

transferred to the water: the momentum gained

by the fish must balance the momentum shed in

the water (Gopalkrishnan et al. 1994). During

swimming at a constant average velocity, the

time- and space-averaged momentum shed into

the wake is zero over one tail beat cycle. An

accelerating fish will shed a wake with a net

backward momentum, a decelerating fish a wake

with net forward momentum. Fish that have a

higher density than water generate a downward

momentum in the wake to avoid sinking (Wilga

and Lauder 2002).

Momentum transfer occurs at more than one

location: fish use their body and their fins in various

combinations for different swimming behaviours.

All these structures generate drag or thrust or

alternate between drag and thrust production over

the swimming cycle. Hence, they all shed a wake

(for a review see Lauder and Drucker 2002). These

wakes interact and combine to form the total wake

behind the fish (e.g. Drucker and Lauder 2001).

The most striking structures in a wake are

vortices, which are the result of the fish’s momen-

tum transfer to water. The pattern in which these

vortices arrange depends not only on the amount

and direction of the transferred momentum but also

on when and where this momentum is shed into the

wake. Vortices can be recognized in a wake by the

locally elevated vorticity. Vorticity is a measure for

the rotational velocity of the flow, and it is high in

the core of a vortex.

Vortices cannot end freely in the flow and

therefore need to either remain connected to the

fish or form vortex rings (Helmholtz condition,

Prandtl and Tietjens 1934). A vortex ring is

characterized by its ring diameter, the diameter of

its core and by its strength. Vortex strength is

equivalent to the integral of vorticity over the

surface area of the vortex core (for further details

on vortex strength and energy see Lamb 1932;

Spedding et al. 1984; Müller et al. 1997). Vortex

rings form around or induce a jet flow through

the centre of the ring. This jet is often oriented at

an angle with the mean path of motion of the

fish, the so-called momentum angle. Vortex rings

in a wake can remain separated from each other

or form interconnected chains (Fig. 3).

Observation

Two distinct wake patterns have been observed

behind undulatory swimmers (Fig. 3). When swim-

ming steadily, eels shed two separate vortex rings

per tail beat cycle (Müller et al. 2001: Anguilla

anguilla, Anguillidae; Tytell 2004a; Tytell and

Lauder 2004: Anguilla rostrata, Anguillidae). Once

shed, these rings move away from the mean path of

motion. Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss, Salmonidae),

mullet (Chelon labrosus, Mugilidae) and mackerel

(Scomber japonicus, Scombridae) shed a chain of

connected vortex rings, one chain link per half tail

beat (Blickhan et al. 1992; Müller et al. 1997;

Nauen and Lauder 2002).

Figure 3 Dorsolateral view at the wakes of undulatory

swimmers generated during steady swimming.

(a) Carangiform swimmers shed a chain of connected

counter-rotating vortex rings. (b) Anguilliform swimmers

shed a wake of individual vortex rings perpendicular to the

path of motion. (Image based on flow visualizations by

Müller et al. 2001 and Tytell 2004a.)
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During steady swimming, the basic vortex shed-

ding pattern remains the same across a range of

swimming speeds (Nauen and Lauder 2002; Tytell

2004b). When eel swims faster, the flow through

the vortex rings is faster and more sideway momen-

tum is imparted to the water. However, when

estimating the cost per unit distance swum of

producing the wake from the flow, Tytell (2004a)

finds that this cost seems to increase more slowly

with swimming speed than if cost were proportional

to the square of swimming speed (kinetic energy of

the fish is proportional to its mass times the square

of its forward velocity), suggesting that the swim-

ming efficacy increases with swimming speeds.

Mackerel double swimming speed not only by

almost doubling the strength, but also by increasing

the size of their vortex rings and by reducing the

rings’ momentum angle from 34� to 27� (Nauen

and Lauder 2002). Increasing the amount of water

to which momentum is transferred by increasing

vortex ring diameter is more efficient than increas-

ing flow speed or vortex strength: the kinetic energy

required to impart a given momentum (¼mass

times velocity) scales with mass1, but with velocity2.

During linear accelerations and decelerations, the

net momentum in the wake along the mean

direction of motion changes from zero to negative

(opposite to the fish’s direction of motion) and

positive (with the direction of motion), respectively,

to maintain the momentum balance. Linearly

accelerating eels generate a wake that consists of

two vortex rings per tail beat cycle (Tytell 2004b),

just as during steady swimming. The net backward

momentum in the wake manifests itself in the angle

between ring axis and mean path of motion: during

acceleration, the eel sheds vortex rings that are

oriented slightly backward at momentum angles of

less than 90�, while during steady swimming the

vortex ring axis is oriented perpendicular to the

mean path of motion (Tytell 2004b).

Carangiform swimmers decelerate by increasing

the momentum angle of their vortex rings (Müller

et al. 2002). As the momentum angle approaches

90�, the horizontal cross-sections through the far

wake of a mullet resemble the flow pattern behind a

steadily swimming eel (Müller et al. 2001).

Hypothesis

Mechanical and mathematical models of oscillating

plates have shown that there are two distinct vortex

patterns in the wake that correlate with two

performance optima, maximizing thrust and max-

imizing efficiency (Triantafyllou et al. 1991; Gopalk-

rishnan et al. 1994; Streitlien et al. 1996). These

vortex patterns require a particular motion pattern

of the heaving and pitching plate. Wake shape

depends on the oscillating frequency f, amplitude A

and forward speed U of the plate’s trailing edge.

These quantities are reflected in the Strouhal

number (e.g. Triantafyllou et al. 1991):

St ¼ 2fA=U

The vortex pattern in the wake reflects the

propeller’s shape and motion pattern of the its

trailing edge. So, if the fish wants to maximize

thrust or efficiency, it should find a combination

of body shape and swimming kinematics that

enables it to shed a wake that is optimized for

their performance goal. In this case, wake shape

should be very similar across the range of

undulatory swimmers despite differences in body

shape and body wave characteristics as long as

these fish have the same performance goal, i.e.

either high thrust or high efficiency. If, for

example, maximizing efficiency were a general

trend in steady swimming, then fish should tune

their body shape and swimming kinematics to

converge onto the double vortex ring wake.

Vorticity is shed at trailing edges of the fish, i.e.

its fins and at contraction zones of the body cross-

section (e.g. Nauen and Lauder 2001). It then

rolls up into vortices, which arrange themselves in

well-described patterns (e.g. Triantafyllou et al.

1993).

The predicted optimum wakes apply only to

steady swimming. If the fish were accelerating or

decelerating, the wake would change because of the

different net momentum in the water (Müller et al.

2002; Tytell 2004b). The altered momentum bal-

ance will at least affect the net flow velocities in the

wake. Model experiments predict that the effects are

more profound: by analogy to the wake behind

flapping foils (Triantafyllou et al. 1991), small

changes in tail beat amplitude, frequency and

swimming speed can change wake shape. Further-

more, flow visualization experiments around fish

suggest that such changes in wake shape might be

brought about by small changes in the body wave

when changes in amount and direction of momen-

tum cause vortex rings that are shed in a similar

pattern as during steady swimming, to become

unstable and form into a qualitatively different wake

pattern (Müller et al. 2001; Tytell 2004b).
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Test: from flow patterns to propulsive power

In order to test this optimum wake hypothesis, it

is important to determine propulsive forces and

propulsive power and to relate these to body wave

kinematics and body shape. Propulsive forces and

power can be obtained from the flow patterns

around the fish. Since the 1990s, quantitative

flow visualization has become an important tool

to study fish swimming (e.g. Müller et al. 1997;

Drucker and Lauder 1999; Wolfgang et al. 1999).

Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) provides

a valuable glimpse at the swimming performance

of a fish and the processes of wake generation.

However, this technique has at least two import-

ant limitations. First, most records of flow fields

show only the flow in one plane, neglecting any

flow components through this plane and outside

this plane. Second, flow visualization initially only

yields information on flow velocity, not forces, and

hence is only the first step towards determining

propulsive power.

The first limitation became obvious when flow

was visualized in a horizontal plane behind steadily

swimming mackerel (Nauen and Lauder 2002),

trout (Blickhan et al. 1992) and sharks (Wilga and

Lauder 2002). These experiments were conducted

in a flow tunnel, with the fish swimming against a

constant current. Studies in flow tunnels provide

scientists with an easy check that the fish do not

change swimming speed over the course of several

tail beats. Yet, two-dimensional cross-sections

through the wake behind these steadily swimming

fish clearly contain net backward momentum,

creating the misleading impression of a fish that is

accelerating and hence generating net backward

momentum in the water. However, similar experi-

ments with eel swimming steadily in a flow tunnel

yielded cross-sections of the wake that contain no

net sideway or backward momentum and therefore

give an honest impression of the propulsive momen-

tum balance. We must conclude that the vortex

chain pattern behind a steadily swimming carang-

iform swimmer cannot be the complete wake. The

flow patterns observed in fish during carangiform

swimming at a constant speed and while deceler-

ating all contain a momentum imbalance: there

must be areas containing forward momentum that

are not visible in the currently available views of the

flow field (e.g. Müller et al. 1997, 2002). Hence,

medial cross-sections through the total flow field

cannot be considered a reliable indicator of net

propulsive momentum, and the complete three-

dimensional wake structure needs to be mapped to

estimate the net momentum transferred by the fish

to the surrounding water. The required experimen-

tal techniques are now becoming available to record

three-dimensional flow (e.g. Pereira et al. 2000;

Malkiel et al. 2003).

The second limitation is even more severe. Flow

patterns need to be translated into force distribu-

tions in order to establish propulsive mechanisms

and the location of the propeller, both of which can

vary over the duration of a tail beat cycle. In the fish

literature, flow analysis so far focused on the vortex

pattern in the wake to determine propulsive power

(Müller et al. 1997; Drucker and Lauder 1999;

Tytell 2004a,b). However, the wake is the result of

momentum transfer. If viscous losses and vortex

break-up are negligible, then the power contained in

the vortices is a fair representation of the amount of

propulsive power and even efficiency. However, the

wake contains at best indirect information about

how and where the momentum was originally

transferred to the water, and therefore is less useful

when one tries to identify propulsive mechanisms

and structures.

Noca et al. (1997) developed a formalism to

extract force information from two-dimensional

DPIV velocity fields using the flow velocity infor-

mation around the animal rather than the shape

and strength of vortices in the wake. This method

should at least be able to deliver a time course of the

force generation during the tail beat cycle. Noca’s

approach has been applied to the flow patterns of a

hovering robotic insect, for which net propulsive

forces could be measured at the same time (Birch

et al. 2004): However, this approach under-predic-

ted the forces developed by a flapping foil by 20–

30% (Birch et al. 2004). Extrapolating forces from a

two-dimensional slice through the flow can lead to

errors for at least two reasons. First, as in fish, the

two-dimensional flow field might not be an honest

representation of the total momentum balance.

Second, DPIV algorithms estimate flow velocity

using statistical methods: they calculate mean flow

speeds for small areas in the flow field. DPIV is

therefore sensitive to under-estimating flow velocity

if there are steep local velocity peaks. Extrapolating

two-dimensional DPIV flow information to three-

dimensional forces may yield good order-of-magni-

tude estimates, but is not accurate and precise

enough to predict force distributions along moving

animals. So far, we still have no reliable quantitative
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information about the temporal and spatial distri-

bution of fluid forces along the fish’s body to

understand how fish swim.

Measuring propulsive forces directly

There have been few attempts to measure forces

directly in undulatory swimmers. Webber et al.

(2001) measured differential pressures at the caudal

peduncle of a swimming cod (Gadus morhua).

McHenry et al. (2003) measured net propulsive

force during tethered swimming of an ascidian larva

(a chordate with a muscular tail, but not a teleost).

However, tethering leads to force distributions on

the body that are not representative for free

swimming, obliterating any possible correlation

between wake shape and swimming performance

that is necessary to test the optimum wake shape

hypothesis. Furthermore, to understand the nature

of the fish’s propeller, we need to know the

distribution of propulsive forces along the entire

body during ‘free’ swimming, not only the temporal

pattern of propulsive force development or the forces

at one point.

Predicting propulsive forces from theory

Without a feasible way to measure the distribution

of forces and moments directly, these values can be

estimated from fluid dynamic theory. Several suc-

cessful analytical and numerical models have been

developed to estimate fluid dynamic forces from the

swimming movements and body shape of the fish.

The earliest of these models were analytical and

therefore rather limited: they neglected viscosity, did

not account accurately for body shape and were

only valid for a limited array of swimming move-

ments (Lighthill 1960; Wu 1961). With the steep

increase in computer power, numerical solutions

have become feasible. A less computationally

demanding approach, the vortex lattice method,

has been pioneered by Schultz (Schultz et al. 1991;

Schultz and Webb 2002), Cheng (Cheng et al.

1998) and Wolfgang (Wolfgang et al. 1999), and

has been applied repeatedly to fish swimming. The

vortex lattice or panel methods neglect viscosity and

hence does not correctly account for the boundary

layer structure and associated skin friction around

the fish. This review will therefore focus on the most

exact approach, numerical solution of the Navier–

Stokes equation. Recently, computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) models have come within reach of

the biofluid dynamics community (Liu et al. 1996,

1997; Carling et al. 1998). However, several limi-

tations still dog CFD models. First, exact solutions

are only possible for laminar flow, which occurs

around small or slow fish, up to the size of a few

centimetres and swimming at speeds up to a few

centimetres per second (Liu et al. 1996, 1997). For

larger and faster fish that swim in the turbulent

regime, turbulence models need to be implemented

in the CFD code to keep the computational demands

within realistic limits. But turbulence models lower

the accuracy of force estimates. Second, CFD is a

numerical approach: it divides the space around the

fish up into small parcels and then calculates the

flow for each small parcel. This gridding of the

three-dimensional space around the fish remains

difficult because of the complex and time-dependent

movements that need to be mapped, such as the

fish’s large-amplitude movements during a C-start,

and because of structure–fluid interactions between

fish and water, which require the computed fluid

forces to be fed back into calculating how the fish

moves. Developing robust time-dependent grids and

algorithms that do not cause singularities at some

point during the motion cycle is a science in itself

and very time-consuming.

Conclusions

So far, very few studies have computed propulsive

forces during undulatory swimming for organisms

larger than a millimetre: Carling et al. (1998)

calculated the two-dimensional flow field around

eels, and Liu et al. (1996, 1997) calculated the two-

and three-dimensional flow field of tadpoles.

Although the CFD models predict forces and flow

patterns adjacent to the animal that are conceiv-

able, these computed flow fields need to be com-

pared with flow fields recorded around swimming

animals if the predicted force patterns are to be

believed. However, the wake behind an eel as

predicted by Carling et al. (1998) differs substan-

tially from the vortex pattern observed behind

swimming eel (Carling et al. 1998; Müller et al.

2001; Tytell 2004a; Tytell and Lauder 2004). The

3-D wake predictions by Liu et al. (1997) for a

tadpole have never been tested. Without reliable

data on the relationship between body wave and

propulsive force generation, the wake hypothesis

can only be studied inductively by gathering more

data on real fish. We can glean some information

from the recorded flow fields alone and from how
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the flow patterns change as the fish swim at

different steady swimming speeds and as it changes

swimming speed. These hints might help us to

answer the question how body wave and body

shape affect wake shape or whether all fish converge

on the same wake shape because they converged on

the optimal Strouhal number for maximum swim-

ming efficiency. To answer the main question about

which part of the fish’s body acts as propeller and

which propulsion mechanism it uses, we are still

waiting for reliable force data.

In the meantime, we can explore the existing flow

field data to address the optimum wake hypothesis.

We have pictures of wakes for a range of undulatory

swimmers. These observed wake patterns fall

broadly into two categories, one observed mainly

in anguilliform (Gray 1933; Hertel 1966; Müller

et al. 2001; Tytell 2004a; Tytell and Lauder 2004)

and one observed mainly in carangiform swimmers

(Blickhan et al. 1992; Müller et al. 1997; Wolfgang

et al. 1999; Nauen and Lauder 2002; Wilga and

Lauder 2002). Eels generate a wake consisting of

two vortex rings per tail beat, irrespective of

swimming speed (Tytell 2004a). The increased

propulsive force required to swim faster manifests

as an increased flow speed through the centre of the

vortex ring. The vortex ring itself changes neither its

size nor its orientation, ensuring that wake shape

remains essentially the same over a fourfold change

in swimming speed. Steadily swimming mackerel

and mullet generate a chain of vortex rings over a

twofold increase in swimming speed (Nauen and

Lauder 2002). We conclude that despite similar tail

beat kinematics, eels shed a different wake from

carangiform swimmers. If we assume that both fish

aim at maximizing efficiency during steady swim-

ming, then body shape might play a role in this

difference between anguilliform and carangiform

wake. In particular, the span of the propeller affects

the height of the shed vortex rings and hence the

shape of the wake. In eel, the span of the propeller

can be approximated by the maximum height of the

body. In mullet and mackerel, which generate most

of their thrust at the tail, it is the span of the tail fin.

If we assume that the height of the vortex ring is

proportional to the span of the propeller, then

mullet and mackerel generate much taller vortex

rings than eel. However, eel, mackerel and mullet

all have a similar stride length, tail beat frequency

and tail beat amplitude. Therefore, the vortex rings

in their wake have a similar width, which can be

approximated as the distance between the points at

which the tail changes direction and can be

computed from the tail beat frequency, tail beat

amplitude and swimming speed of the fish (Müller

et al. 2001; Nauen and Lauder 2002; Tytell

2004a). When comparing the estimates of vortex

ring height with those of ring width, mullet and

mackerel shed approximately round vortex rings,

whereas eel vortex ring are almost twice as wide as

they are tall. Such distorted rings are less likely to

form and once formed, they are more likely to break

up, all of which results in a different vortex pattern

in the wake. The time-resolved flow fields of eels

indeed support the notion that the vortices in its

wake break up: two independent studies, visualizing

horizontal cross-sections through the eel’s wake,

observed that individual vortex cores elongate and

split into two (Müller et al. 2001; Tytell 2004a). We

can therefore conclude that the shape of the

propeller, and hence implicitly the propulsion

mechanism, might affect wake shape. This obser-

vation also implies that a propeller shape that

promotes the formation of a suboptimal wake is less

efficient, and therefore the absence or presence of a

wake that is predicted to maximize efficiency is a

valuable indicator for the hydrodynamic efficiency

of a fish’s swimming design.

Conclusions and the next challenges

How to power undulatory swimming?

Although we have come a long way towards

understanding the mechanics of fish swimming,

we still do not have a complete picture of undula-

tory swimming from muscle contractions to swim-

ming performance. Much progress has been made in

recent years quantifying the flow forces acting on a

swimming fish, to establish the propulsion mecha-

nisms and to link muscle action to swimming

performance. High-speed kinematic analysis and

flow visualization have been important stepping

stones and CFD models are making considerable

progress. As long as in vivo muscle and flow force

measurements remain unfeasible, building a for-

ward and inverse dynamic models remain the main

options to answer the question how undulatory

swimming works (for an overview of forward and

inverse dynamic modelling see Otten 2003). The

next challenge is to refine existing inverse dynamic

models, e.g. by using CFD to obtain flow forces.

Several bottlenecks still exist: adult fish swim in a

turbulent flow regime, which requires the use of
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turbulence models in the CFD calculations. These

difficulties can be avoided when focusing instead on

juvenile and larval fish, whose swimming behaviour

is unlikely to be fundamentally different from adult

fish: all life-history stages face the same hydrody-

namic limitations governing the vortex topology of

their wake, which in turns determines their swim-

ming performance. Therefore, despite quantitative

differences, fish larvae and adult anguilliform fish

share a similar locomotory and muscle morphology

(van der Meulen et al. 2005), generate similar body

waves (Müller and van Leeuwen 2004) and shed

similar wakes (Müller et al. 2000). Another chal-

lenge is the accurate mapping of the mechanical

behaviour of the fish’s body. In recent years, there

has been considerable progress documenting the

body architecture of fish with sufficient detail to

build inverse dynamic models that accurately

implement the structures of the fish’s body. How-

ever, the mechanical properties of the various

tissues are still largely unknown, and modelling

the mechanical behaviour of the complex structures

that these tissues form is no trivial matter. Here, the

work begun in a.o. Wainwright’s research group

(e.g. Wainwright et al. 1978) needs to be extended

(e.g. Long 1995; Long et al. 1996).

How to control undulatory swimming?

While we now have a better understanding of how

fish generate propulsive forces by using their

undulating body and their oscillating tail fin, we

still know very little about how undulatory swim-

ming is controlled. Consequently, research into the

hydrodynamic mechanisms of swimming is now

shifting its focus away from propulsion mechanisms

and onto matters of stability and control. Several

recent studies have explored how fish control the

interaction between the flow patterns generated by

their various propulsive surfaces to control their

movements, their swimming performance and their

stability. Fish generate flow patterns that help them

enhance their swimming performance: fish exploit

the interaction between the wakes shed by their

various fins and trailing edges (e.g. Drucker and

Lauder 2001; Müller et al. 2002; Nauen and Lauder

2002). Boxfish and cowfish generate vortices to

increase static stability: the keels on their carapace

generate corrective flow patterns when the attitude

of the fish is disturbed (e.g. Bartol et al. 2005). Fish

also exploit the flow generated by other fish or by

their environment: Liao et al. (2003a) discovered

the so-called Kármán gait, which trout adopt when

swimming in the wake of an upstream object. Trout

align themselves with the vortices of the oncoming

wake and in this manner significantly reduce axial

muscle activity (Liao et al. 2003b). In order to

exploit the energy of the oncoming vortices, fish

need to be able to adapt their motor pattern to

create the desired vortex interaction (Liao et al.

2003a).

Fish control their body wave and hence their

propulsion by changing the contraction pattern of

their swimming muscle. If fish use several propellers

at the same time, such as the combination of paired

fins and undulatory swimming, then these move-

ments need to be coordinated for the fish to exploit

the interaction between the wakes of the these

propellers. Hale and her research group (e.g. Thor-

son et al. 2004) explore the swimming behaviour

and neural circuitry of larval fish, which commonly

use a combination of pectoral and undulatory

swimming during slow bursts. For interactions

between self-generated wakes, the fish needs to

coordinate the feed-forward central pattern gener-

ators that control the swimming movements

to achieve the desired performance enhancement

from the wake interaction. No sensory feedback

is necessary, informing the fish about the self-

generated flow pattern to affect the desired wake

interaction.

However, for the fish to exploit flow patterns in its

environment, sensory feedback is mandatory: for a

trout to exploit the vortex pattern shed by an

upstream obstacle, the fish needs sensory input in

order to align itself with the oncoming vortices (Liao

2004). Liao (2004) showed that trout do not simply

coast in the lee of obstacles, but that the fish’s

swimming kinematics matches the obstacle’s vortex

shedding pattern. EMG studies suggest that this

behaviour is not entirely passive (Liao et al. 2003b),

hence matching its body movements to the flow

pattern requires feedback from the senses that detect

the vortex pattern to the motion pattern generators.

During the Kármán gait, trout might not use a

central pattern generator in the same manner as

when swimming normally, making this gait an

interesting study object to explore the role of

feedback in cyclic locomotion.

How efficient is undulatory swimming?

Many fish use undulatory swimming for long-

distance migration. Under these circumstances,
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propulsive efficiency should become a priority.

Evidence for mechanisms that increase hydrody-

namic efficiency is slowly being gathered. Fish

exploiting the interaction between flows shed of

their various body parts, e.g. between the dorsal and

tail fin of sunfish (Drucker and Lauder 2001), have

been well documented. However, the consequences

of such flow manipulations for overall propulsion

efficiency remain largely intractable. Studies using

mechanical models might allow scientists to meas-

ure forces and propulsion efficiency directly. Until

then, respiratory studies, which map total locomo-

tory performance and cannot discriminate between

the contributions of, e.g. muscle and propeller

efficiency, serve to emphasize that there is much

to be learnt about how undulatory swimming works

(e.g. van Ginneken et al. 2005).
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